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100+ Year Tradition Flows On
In 1900, Theodore Roosevelt was elected vice
president, construction began on the New York
subway, 25% of all cars sold were electric, and the
company that would become Fox River Mills, Inc.
was founded. Fox River has since
survived two world wars, a fire that
leveled its factory, and countless eras
of economic hardship to earn the title
of the longest continuous producer
of socks in the United States.
Perhaps best known
nationally for its
Original Rockford
Red Heel socks
used to make
iconic sock
monkeys, Fox River is an Osage,
Iowa-based manufacturer of high
quality, knitted technical socks
and handwear for the outdoor,
athletic and casual markets.
After owning and
managing the
company for over 40 years, John and Jeff
Lessard decided the timing was appropriate to seek
ownership transition options for the 116 year old
business, and they knew it couldn’t just be sold to the
highest bidder. Fox River had previously sold a

minority ownership stake to an employee stock
ownership plan (ESOP), which further enhanced the
need to find a great partner for the business going
forward and added to the complexity of the
transaction.
The economics of a transaction were
certainly key for the Lessards and the
employees participating in the company’s
ESOP, but, as is the case in many
transactions, they also had other critical
transaction goals identified. Given Fox
River’s importance to employment
in Osage, a city of approximately
3,600 inhabitants, keeping
production in the town was a
must. Management wanted to
retain its loyal and experienced
employees and protect the quality product
for which Fox River is known. To
accomplish this, the owners needed to
avoid splitting the manufacturing
operations from the brands of
Fox River.

With these goals in mind, BCC approached numerous
strategic and financial buyers, both domestically and
abroad. The owners ultimately chose to move forward
with LongWater Opportunities, a private equity firm
headquartered in Dallas that had previously
purchased Standard Merchandising Company, a
hosiery manufacturer based in Camden, New Jersey.
Importantly, LongWater saw value in both Fox
River’s brand and U.S.-based manufacturing which fit
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well with Standard Merchandising. Throughout the
negotiations it was clear that LongWater’s long-term
plans included the utilization and growth of the
pages 2-3 facility, keeping and ultimately growing jobs in Iowa
and the Osage community. LongWater even met with
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the local economic development commission during
its due diligence process to better understand how they
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could be good stewards of the business, while also
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retaining and recruiting quality employees to enable
Fox River to reach its growth objectives.
Fox River’s CEO and co-owner, John Lessard, stated,
“This transaction would not have been possible
without the assistance of BCC’s team. They had a
strong understanding of the complexities involved
with the partial ESOP ownership and effectively
handled communication and negotiations between all
parties involved. We are pleased with the outcome
and believe LongWater and Standard Merchandising
are ideal partners to continue Fox River’s legacy as a
Midwest-based
manufacturer
of high quality
socks.”
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By Steve Jacobs

There was much discussion over the state
of the M&A markets in 2016. After a
record-breaking 2015, we saw a sizable
dip in global deal volumes in 2016
(although still a healthy $3.6 trillion). This
has been attributed to a variety of factors;
however, difficulties surrounding regulatory
approval of large, cross-border mergers
and uncertainty over the future
administration in the U.S. were two of the
biggest headwinds.

We believe 2017 will be another strong year for business
transactions despite the uncertainties. Iowa business owners who
are looking to transition ownership will still find a host of willing and
able buyers with plenty of capital to deploy. Many strategic buyers
are still experiencing sluggish organic growth and are looking to
supplement that through purchases. An added benefit that could
come to fruition from the new administration is a decrease in taxes.
Based on our discussions with business owners, the potential tax
savings are a very important consideration when deciding to sell.

On the flip side, many Iowa businesses can be expected to make
acquisitions of their own. We have many companies in the state that
have strong management teams and are growing tremendously.
These companies can use their resources to make strategic
acquisitions of competitors, suppliers, or complementary product
lines that might not be getting the proper attention and investment to
grow under current ownership. Although interest rates increased in
2016, and expectations are for further increases this year, they
remain low by historical standards and should not have a significant
effect on the attractiveness of financing options.
Overall, Iowa businesses are somewhat insulated from the major
M&A headwinds we witnessed in 2016. Most are not of the size to
garner regulatory scrutiny and deal primarily on a domestic basis.
Although international economic policies and turmoil can have a
trickledown effect in the U.S., we feel that the domestic business and
regulatory climates will remain the drivers of activity for companies in
the heartland.
Steve Jacobs
steve@bccadvisers.com
(515)777-7077

The Value of Investment Bankers:
Business Owners’ Perspectives
PERSPECTIVE
A recently published Fairfield University whitepaper is the first comprehensive
study quantifying the value of the services provided by an investment bank
during the sales process, as determined by a survey of business owners who sold
their business during the last five years.
This study answers two key questions:
 Do business owners believe that their investment bankers added value in
the process?
 Of the services provided by investment bankers, which ones did
business owners value the most?
METHODOLOGY
During the first half of 2016, surveys were obtained
from 85 owners of privately held, middle
market companies who sold their business
for between $10 million and $250 million
using a reputable investment bank.
Twenty-four investment banks asked
former clients to fill out surveys
anonymously online, which were
tabulated by Critical Mix, a
global marketing research
firm. The statistical analysis
was performed by Assistant
Professor Michael McDonald
of Fairfield University’s
Dolan School of Business. To
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qualify for this survey, respondents had to meet all of the criteria below:
 Private, owner-operated company
 Company headquartered in the U.S.
 Transaction closed between 2011 and 2016
 Valued between $10 million and $250 million
 Majority of the equity was sold
 Company was represented by a quality investment banking firm
KEY FINDINGS
1. Of the services provided, which ones did business owners value the
most?
Successful sellers responded that all of the services provided by investment
bankers were highly valued, as all were rated higher than a 3.5 on a scale of
1-5. The more detailed results are presented on the following page:
Managing the complex M&A process and strategy was valued the most by
owners. By maintaining a competitive process with multiple bidders,
investment bankers can maximize shareholder value through a disciplined
process. Without a disciplined, competitive process, sellers may question if
the best possible offer was obtained.
Negotiating and structuring the transaction were ranked next on the list of
highly valued services. By allowing the investment banker to lead the
negotiations, sellers can maintain a positive working relationship with their
new owner. If sellers take on these difficult negotiations themselves, the
relationship between buyer and seller can often start off on the wrong foot.
Continued on page 3

The Value of Investment Bankers, Continued

Investment bankers can insulate sellers from these difficult negotiations to help obtain the best possible outcome that meets their client’s transaction objectives.
Similarly, the creativity and experience of investment bankers in structuring a transaction can drive incremental value and achieve all of the various objectives of both
buyer and seller. With good structure, buyers can limit their potential risks while sellers can often get preferential tax treatment or gain significant upside beyond the
consideration paid at closing. Negotiating and structuring a transaction solution that balances the objectives of both buyer and seller can also increase the probability of a
successful close.
One of the first questions that most business owners ask in their interviews of potential investment bankers is “Can you find me a buyer?” or “How many deals have you
done in XYZ industry?” Surprisingly, despite its perceived importance by many sellers at the outset, “identifying or finding the buyer” was ultimately valued the least by
successful sellers. Investment bankers can tap into not only their professional contacts and networks but also a wide variety of industry research, sophisticated investor
databases and internet searches to identify additional potential buyers. The marginal value of identifying a potential buyer often pales in comparison to the other services
investment bankers provide.
2. Do business owners believe that their investment bankers add value?
It’s worth noting, one hundred percent of survey respondents said that their investment bank added value to the transaction process and contributed to a successful
closing.
According to these sellers, investment bankers add moderate or significant value by “leveling the playing field” between professional buyers (and their world class
advisors) and the first-time seller. These results will not be a surprise to experienced transaction professionals, but may be to owners of privately held companies.
Large corporations and private equity firms almost always hire investment bankers when selling their portfolio companies because of the value the investment banker
delivers.
- Taken with permission from whitepaper published by Carter Morse & Mathias
BCC is dedicated to maximizing shareholder value through the effective planning, executing and closing of middle market transactions. Please contact us if
you’d like a copy of the full article, or if you’d like to see how BCC Advisers will add value to your next transaction.
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Forms of Consideration
While an all-cash transaction is typically
preferred, business owners looking to
maximize the valuation and/or sell to a
specific buyer will often need to agree to
some combination of alternative forms of
consideration in order to get the desired
transaction completed.
Cash at Close
We’ve all heard
the saying “Cash
is king,” which
holds true in
M&A deals. It is
the least risky form of consideration
because you know what you are getting
and payment is not contingent upon the
future performance of the business under
new ownership. The cash payment is
sourced from a combination of equity from
the buyer and third party financing. From
a buyer’s perspective, equity is the most
expensive way to finance a deal and
utilizing debt can improve financing costs
and returns. Depending on how much
financing the buyer is willing and able to
secure, another of the three forms of
consideration discussed below might be
required to achieve the desired total
purchase price.

purchase price, but the earn-out payments
are contingent upon the acquired business
meeting a future objective such as
maintaining existing customers posttransaction (particularly if the business has
a high customer concentration risk) or
achieving certain financial objectives. This
reduces the buyer’s risk if the company
underperforms while incenting the seller to
help maintain and grow the business. It is
key that the objectives are achievable and
clearly outlined (e.g. if a gross profit target
is established, the costs to be included in
calculating cost of goods sold should be
clear). Earn-outs are obviously riskier for
the seller but can be a useful way to bridge
a gap in valuation, and can provide upside
potential for the seller.

Equity
The last primary form of consideration in
an M&A
transaction is an
ownership interest
in either the
acquired business
or the acquirer
(particularly if publicly traded). This is a
riskier form of consideration but can also
provide significant upside in the event the
stock the seller continues to hold postSeller Financing
transaction appreciates over time. A seller
When a buyer is not able or willing to
should be comfortable with the operating
finance the entire transaction, or they want outlook of the acquiring entity. It is
the seller to share in some risk, the buyer
important to be mindful of lockup periods
may look to the seller to “carry paper,” or that prevent the sale of stock for a period of
finance a portion of the purchase price
time and the overall liquidity of the shares,
through a seller note. An interest rate,
both of which can affect the value a
payment schedule, and other terms are
business owner receives when the
agreed upon in advance. It is important for continuing ownership interest is sold.
the seller to earn an interest rate
commensurate with the risk involved, be
Each offer received during a sale process is
comfortable that the buyer will operate the likely to consist of different valuations and
business successfully, and understand that payment structures. Your advisory team
the seller note will be subordinate to any
can help evaluate these offers and outline
primary lenders.
the risks and benefits associated with each
so you can make an informed decision
Earn-out
based on your unique circumstances and
Earn-outs, like seller notes, are payments
objectives.
made in the future for a portion of the

on the dotted line
Some Recent BCC Advisers Transactions:
Advised a leading regional distributor of construction materials
for concrete and other contractors on a sale to a private equitybacked construction supply holding company.
Prepared a fair market valuation of a Midwest construction
company to assist in establishing an ESOP.
Advised a producer of high-quality knitted technical socks and
handwear on a sale to a private equity-backed branded and
private label hosiery manufacturer.
Prepared a fair value purchase price allocation of an Iowa
manufacturing company for financial statement reporting purposes.
Provided valuation consulting to a business owner
for possible ownership transition options.
Prepared a fair market valuation of an Iowa-based manufacturing
company for estate planning purposes.

The Market Front
Some opportunities available through BCC Advisers:
Asian-based manufacturer of high precision oil and gas
tools - is seeking a buyer.
U.S.-based food service provider - is seeking a buyer.
European distributor and servicer of CNC machines - is
seeking a buyer.
U.S.-based contract manufacturer - is seeking a buyer.
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